Scriptless Test Automation for Micro Focus ALM
Quality Application Delivery without Compromise

Need a new way to support your agile testing environment, at lower cost and less risk? TurnKey
Scriptless Testing extends the value of your Micro Focus ALM platform to minimize the time, cost
and com-plexity of application testing. We help you quickly create and update your automated test
sets to extend test coverage and maximize the value of your business applications.
And, since our software is uniquely designed to work within Micro Focus ALM, you can rest assured
that your IT investments are protected. Our software integrates seamlessly, providing a single
testing tool to manage all your testing processes.

Easy, Seamless Test Creation

Intelligent, Data-Driven Workflows

Point-n-Click Auto-Maintenance

With TurnKey Scriptless Testing, you
can create end-to-end, cross-platform
tests quickly and easily, without any
special scripting or coding. Simply walk
through your application screens as the
software identifies and creates a library
of test components for easy customization and reuse. These components can
be dragged and dropped together to
create test flows and fully automate an
entire end-to-end business process. It’s
that simple…with no special scripting
required.

Your business is complex—with
multiple business processes and
execution paths—you need a solution
that can test them all. Traditional
testing tools require tens to hundreds of
test cases to get to the level of
coverage you need, making test
management difficult, if not impossible.
With TurnKey software, you can
expand test coverage to cover all
possible scenarios. Our intuitive,
data-driven technology helps guide the
flow of tests to maximize application
quality while minimizing test effort.

Change is inevitable, and when your
applications change, you need to know
which test components are affected.
With TurnKey software, we help you
locate each change, giving visual cues
to analyze and update your test sets
and data. The software provides instant
updates, as these changes occur, and
is ideally suited for continuous, agile
testing frameworks.

Testing…as easy as 1-2-3
Auto-Create: Simply click through
your application screens as the software
builds test components for easy
customization and reuse. These
components can be dragged and
dropped together to create test flows
and fully automate an entire end-to-end
business process.
TurnKey cFactory™ software is fully integrated into Micro Focus ALM, providing Scriptless
Test Automation across the enterprise.
A Single Testing Platform for Your Business
Tightly coupled with Micro Focus ALM, cFactory™ supports the most comprehensive
list of technologies and platforms on the market today. This means you can validate
entire end-to-end business processes and test solutions that span multiple systems
and technologies, all within a single testing platform.
Testing Components
• cFactory™ Scriptless Testing Software–automated, BPT component generator that
works with any application supported by UFT.
• Micro Focus ALM–unified application lifecycle management software that helps you
to define, build, test and deliver quality, enterprise applications.

Data-Driven: Using a true data-driven
architecture, the software analyzes test
data and automatically creates test
flows to test all business scenarios. This
helps to maximize test coverage, giving
you the fewest number of test sets that
you need to create and maintain.
Auto-Maintain: As applications
change, cFactory™ automatically
identifies these changes and allows you
to view and apply updates across all
your test sets and data. Visual cues
walk you through the process so you
can make updates with a simple click of
the mouse.

> Accelerate time to market
> Lower costs in test creation and maintenance
> Extend test coverage to minimize business risk
> Meet the demands of a dynamic agile environment
Let us show you how…schedule a live demo today! Contact sales@SQALogic.ca
For more information on SQALogic and our offerings, visit www.SQALogic.ca
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